Toyota Order to Delivery Time

1. Industry average 60-day order to delivery for Commercial pipeline models.
2. The most popular commercial models, equipment levels and color combinations are
available in a virtual pipeline (scheduled unbuilt production).
3. Flexibility to change color and equipment levels with the vehicles in the pipeline
(possible restrictions may apply during model year build out).
4. Customers have access to pipeline combinations on http://fleet.toyota.com/ .
Go to Resources/Commercial Pipeline for an updated list of models and options.
5. Confirmation of the estimated ETA should be available within 24-48 hours from
order placement if a match in the pipeline is found.
Eligible Series as of 3/1/2019
Avalon

Highlander – Limited Availability

Avalon Hybrid

RAV4 – Limited Availability

Camry
Camry Hybrid
Corolla

Sienna
Tacoma
Tundra 4x2 and 4x4

Emmediate Pool
Pipeline vehicles that are still available after they are built are available “as built”.
To Purchase, a vehicle is selected rather than an order being placed.
Post Production Options such as “Carpeted floor mats” may be added.
Order-To-Delivery is typically 15-30 days (depending on distance from plant).
Customers have access to see availability on http://fleet.toyota.com . Go to
Vehicles/ Cars/Camry (or any series) and click on “click here to view” on upper
center of page.
6. Call your Fleet Management Company or Dealer to purchase this vehicle.
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Toyota North American Plants
San Antonio,
TX
Tacoma
Tundra

Tupelo,
MS
Corolla

Ontario,
Canada

Princeton,
IN

Georgetown,
KY

RAV4

Highlander Gas

Avalon Gas

RAV4 Hybrid

Highlander Hybrid

Avalon Hybrid

Sequoia

Camry Gas

Sienna

Camry Hybrid

Baja, Mexico
Tacoma

Note: All other series are built in Japan, Mexico, France or Turkey. Japan/France built series,

Yaris iA and non-pipeline models have a 90 -120 days Order to Delivery time depending on
distance from the plant. Order with “Deliver this vehicle as soon as possible” (ASAP) to
expedite the build and delivery.

